The Centre for Academic Communication’s

GRAD WRITING ROOM
Virtual Edition: Writing Alone, Together

Mondays, Wednesday, and Fridays
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
In Blackboard Collaborate:
https://ca.bbcollab.com/guest/13f41f4db93048ce92bb3689b8d5c7d1

Description
Join us online to “meet” with other graduate students and write “alone, together” in this virtual space, hosted by CAC writing experts.

How to use the Writing Room
Open the link and join the session. Introduce yourself in the chat sidebar, and get writing! “Put up your hand” or message a moderator if you’d like to meet privately with one of the CAC facilitators to ask a question or get feedback on your writing.

Questions?
Contact Gillian at eal1@uvic.ca

Getting tired of writing with your isolation “officemate”? Join us in the (Virtual) Grad Writing Room!